Available Discounts on Title Insurance
EXAMPLE:

FIRST AMERICAN INSURED

1 Short Term Residential Reissue-Rate
Available to a person who buys and then sells the same property
using First American Title within a 3 year window [ 35% Discount ]

$350,000

Eagle Owner’s policy.......... $1,604.00

Apply Short Term Discount

Eagle Owner’s policy......... $1,043.00

Sales price:

		 *Savings of............................. $561.00

EXAMPLE:

ANY TITLE COMPANY

2 Five Year Residential Reissue-Rate
Available to a person who buys and then sells the same property
using any title company within a 5 year window [ 20% Discount ]

$350,000

Eagle Owner’s policy.......... $1,604.00

Apply Short Term Discount

Eagle Owner’s policy......... $1,284.00

Sales price:

		 *Savings of............................. $320.00

3 Investor Rate
Available to a person who in the ordinary course of business invests money in real estate so that the real estate may
produce a revenue, income or profit from its employment [ 30% Discount on title and escrow fees paid by investor ]

First American Title
offers discounts on
both title and escrow*
In a challenging economic marketplace
we want your customers to save more and
enjoy peace of mind.
Escrow fees are not the only fees to be concerned with when doing fee comparisons.

First American Title

ABC Title

Escrow (filed rates) *

Escrow (filed rates) *

Owners Title (file rates) *

Owners Title (file rates) *

Lenders Title (filed rates) *

Lenders Title (filed rates) *

Outgoing Wire Fee

NONE

Outgoing Wire Fee

Incoming Wire Fee

NONE

Incoming Wire Fee

Email Doc Prep

Email Doc Prep

NONE

Recording Fee ($25 buyer/seller)

Recording Fee ($50-$100)
Other Misc. fees

Here is an example chart indicating some
of the other fees you need to be aware of.

WE ENCOURAGE YOU TO COMPARE OUR RATES!
Your customers will thank you for putting their money with a company that has financial stability
and can save them $ at the same time.
*Qualified buyers and sellers may receive discounts on these rates.
PLEASE CALL OUR OFFICE FOR A RATE QUOTE. WE WANT TO BE YOUR TITLE COMPANY OF CHOICE.
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